Reusing of stone waste in various industrial activities
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Abstract— In recent years, large amounts of stone waste have been generated in natural and artificial stone industry with significant environmental impacts. To solve the problems, stone waste in different forms could be used in different industrial activities in particular construction industry and other activities such as paper, ceramics industry (faience), paints, plastics and polymers, glass, rubber, siderurgy, sugar, pharmaceutics, textiles or in articles such as soaps or candles. Further it could be applied as agriculture soil corrective, acid water treatment and dumpsites sealing. This paper reveals an overview of current solutions of reducing environmental and economical disadvantages of this kind of by-product.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Natural and artificial stone industry generates large volume of stone waste. It is classified to various forms such as powder or fines, aggregates, larger stone pieces and cobbles, damaged blocks or slabs and stone slurry. Stone slurry is a semi-liquid substance consisting of particles originated from the sawing and polishing processes and water used to cool and lubricate the sawing and polishing machines. These generated wastes cause environmental, health and economical drawbacks.

II. ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS

On the one hand, when stone slurry is disposed in landfills, its water content is drastically reduced and the stone dust resulting from this, presents several environmental impacts. In other words, in dry season the stone powder dangles in the air, flies and deposits on vegetation and crop. All these significantly affect the environment and local systems. In some cases, stone dust disposed in the riverbank and around the production facilities cause reduction in porosity and permeability of the topsoil and results in water logging. Moreover, fine particles result in poor fertility of the soil due to increase in alkalinity. In addition, destroying vegetation cover, regional topographic changes, soil erosion and disordering landscape are other negative environmental impacts. On the other hand, waste from quarry and fabrication operations can be unsafe and environmentally detrimental. Runoff from the scrap mounds can cause erosion problems, and fines introduced into natural waterways can suffocate local ecosystems. Other types of manufacturing wastes, like antifreeze and lubricants, have the potential to create environmental problems if they are leaked onto the ground or into a waterway.

III. HEALTH PROBLEMS

Scrap stone can create an undesirable visual impact as well as dangerous working conditions if it is not well organized or if piles are allowed to be stacked carelessly. Airborne dust from uncovered stockpiles or poorly functioning filtration equipment can cause respiratory, ocular, or dermal irritation for employees and be a visual or even respiratory burden on local communities. Silicosis, a lung disease causing breathing difficulties and sometimes mortality, could potentially afflict employees if the stone contains silica.

IV. ECONOMICAL PROBLEMS

From another perspective, due to the huge amounts of stone waste generated in generation sources and plants, vast sums of money spend on its transportation to landfills. Besides, the accumulation of waste in landfills is also a pressing problem for many businesses, from economic perspective. Further, if waste must be disposed of off-site, landfill fees can create additional costs for quarry and fabrication operators.

Therefore it is extremely important to incorporate this kind of waste in other industrial activities.

V. STONE WASTE APPLICATIONS

So far, a lot of researches have been done all around the world in utilization of natural and artificial stone wastes in different types of industries, in particular, construction materials. The continued depletion of natural resources in construction industry throws new light on the potential use of some industrial wastes like stone waste in its different materials. Examples with reference to reusing stone waste in mentioned industry are: Cement industry, Tiles, Mortars, concrete and self-compact concrete (SCC), Other cement-based products, Pavement, Embankment, Agglomerate marble, producing glues and paints. Stone that is unsuitable as a structural or finish material can be used to construct gabion retaining walls. Stone (rip-rap) gabion walls are more cost effective than reinforced concrete and can easily be constructed by non-specialist local labor. Flat stone fragments can be strategically laid to create a mosaic walkway, while bulkier cobbles can line a flower bed or pathway.

Other industries consist of Paper industry, Ceramics industry (faience), Agriculture soil corrective, for example
granite powder can be utilized as amendments and fertilizers for acid soils. Natural stone in powder form can be used in fertilizer or as a sidewalk bed. Its inherent mineral constituents, such as calcium and magnesium, are needed nutrients for soil and plant life. Acid water treatment, Dumpsites sealing. For other applications, an independent research undertaken in Spain focused on the fact that it was possible to insert marble and limestone slurry in the market as calcium carbonate to be used in sectors such as cement, paints, plastics and polymers, paper, ceramics and glass. Furthermore, it is possible to speculate that ground marble (or marble slurry) can be used in the manufacturing of industrial applications such as varnishes, rubber, latex applications, vinyl compounds, PVC and foams or even in the food industry (composed food for animals, flours, pastry, cereals, gums, etc.). According to the latter studies, other solutions, hoping some of these mentioned options will among others. Although there would be a plethora of (faience), Agriculture soil corrective and dumpsite sealing, industries consist of Paper industry, Ceramics industry cement-based products, Pavement, Embankment, Mortars ,concrete and self-compact concrete(SCC), Other product in construction materials such as Cement , Tiles, rubber ,paints, siderurgy, sugar, pharmaceutics, textiles or in articles such as soaps or candles. In conclusion, the options are not exhausted once it is realized that the possibility to use this waste as a line marker in sports stadiums can be a business opportunity.

Some special applications of stone waste with other residuals including the following can be cited.

In some cases, artificial aggregate can made from waste stone sludge and waste silt. Furthermore, reuse of waste material from decorative quartz solid surfacing in the manufacture of hot bituminous mixes was studied in Spain. The summary of different applications of various stone waste forms are mentioned in Table 1.

### VI. CONCLUSION

Nowadays, large quantitives of artificial and natural wastes in different forms are generated all around the globe. Regarding to waste management methods, these kinds of wastes need to be treated through sound solutions like reusing, reduction and recycling instead of being accumulated at open-air dumpsites or landfill, or disposed at waterways and around the production facilities, causes environmental and health problems. On the other hand, high charges for its transportation reveals the necessity of different studies on feasibility reuses. This paper presented several solutions for the incorporation of this industrial by-product in construction materials such as Cement , Tiles, Mortars concrete and self-compact concrete(SCC). Other cement-based products, Pavement, Embankment, Agglomerate marble, producing glues and paints. Other industries consist of Paper industry, Ceramics industry (faience), Agriculture soil corrective and dumpsite sealing, among others. Although there would be a plethora of solutions, hoping some of these mentioned options will effective.
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